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Why should you Invest in BluTV?
BluTV boasts an impressive 90% success rate in the Samoan 
market

Numbers don’t lie

reasons why 
its important 
to know your 
analytics

In today's data-driven, fast-paced business environment, modern businesses must utilise Business Analytics as an 
essential tool to thrive. It enables proactive decision-making and risk management by predicting future trends and 
outcomes.

1. Obtain a better understanding of the 
intended audience for your product or 
service. 

2. Enhance decision-making capabilities 

3. Create targeted strategies and marketing 
campaigns 

4. Enhance operational efficiency and 
reduce risk. 

5. Identify potential opportunities for new 
products and services
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Bluwave YouTube 
Analytics

Geographic Location and Cities



Bluwave Facebook 
Analytics



Bluwave 
Facebook 
Analytics
Most watched

Cities and pages



Bluwave  
Competitors 
Analytics
We strive to 
Be the BEST 
We want the BEST 
For our Clients



Our Podcasts 
on BluTV

In just three short years, BluwaveTV has achieved remarkable 
milestones, outpacing older Pacific platforms in terms of reach and 
views. Facebook data speaks volumes, showcasing a consistent 
increase in page likes, a testament to our growing influence.


What sets Bluwave TV apart is our commitment to diverse content 
creation. We cater to all demographics, addressing pertinent issues 
and topics that resonate with today's audiences. Our programs are 
thoughtfully curated, ensuring relevance and engagement across a 
wide spectrum of viewers.


At Bluwave, we take immense pride in our digital media production. 
We immerse ourselves fully in every show and program, leading the 
way in production and technology. This dedication allows us to provide 
our clients with extensive reach across various online platforms. With 
Bluwave TV, you're not just getting content – you're experiencing a 
digital media revolution. Join us as we redefine the future of online 
entertainment and engagement.


Tautai Ae

Breaking Waves The Link Up

Samoa Updates Sports Talanoa

Taeao Manuia



Bluwave TV 
Website

58,736 views 
Per Week



Monthly Packages
Bronze Silver Gold Major
$1,000.00 $2,000.00 $4,000.00 $6,000.00

2 x 30 Sec Adverts

on Tautai Aʻe

4 x 30 Sec Adverts

on Tautai Aʻe

4 x 30 Sec Adverts

on Tautai Aʻe

4 x 30 Sec Adverts

on Sports Talanoa

4 x 30 Sec Adverts

on Tautai Aʻe

4 x 60 Sec Adverts

on Tautai Aʻe

4 x 60 Sec Adverts

on Sports Talanoa

Permanent Logo 

Placement on Tautai Aʻe

* All Prices in Samoan Tala


